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The results of research into SME product development networks are presented. The paper provides insight to the 

process of establishing such networks and the use of indicators in the design and monitoring of this process. It is 

based on five extensive case studies and in addition on several in-depth interviews with SME entrepreneurs and 

business managers. The practical experiences in these case studies and the indicators used by practitioners in 

network development are briefly described. These experiences together with theoretical insights were combined 

into a comprehensive set of indicators, describing the progress and effectiveness of the network formation and 

operation process. The discussion closed with more generic conclusions about establishing inter-organisational 

networks and monitoring network development processes in practice. Implications for further research have also 

been put forward. 

Introduction 

Over the past decades or so, we have seen a grow
ing attention to the role of organisation networks and 
industry relationships in  product development in 
academia as well as in practice. Inter-firm networking 
is increasingly important to economic life because of 
its capacity for regulating complex transactional in
terdependence as well as co-operative interdependence 
among firms! . Inter-firm networking has been encoun
tered in various forms and areas and that was under
taken for numerous reasons. 

An increasing number of companies were convinced 
that (or experienced that) they no longer could develop, 
manufacture and market their products without the help 
of external partners. In product innovation the 'go-it
alone' strategy has been more and more being frus
trated by lack of (technological) competencies, high 
uncertainties, increasing costs and financial risks, and 
problems related to scale. The pace of technological 
change and the increased technological complexity of 
new products (products based on multiple technolo
gies and competencies) forced companies to collabo
rate and to develop partnerships with companies in 

control of complementary skills and capabilities2• It 
appl�ed to large corporations, but especially also to 
small & medium enterprises (SMEs) with their more 
limited knowledge base. Furthermore, such inter-firm 
co-operation has also been important for SMEs in de
veloping countries, if they wanted to compete interna
tionally in more knowledge intensive products. 

According to management gurus, industrial histori
ans and economists the current industrial society has 
been gradually transforming into a knowledge society. 
Every now and then a picture has been drawn of soci
ety on the threshold of a new post-industrial era domi
nated by knowledge workers and virtual enterprises 
heavi ly  rely ing on modern ICP.4. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi5 postulated that the rising knowledge society 
would thrive on other capabilities and competencies 
than those applicable in the past. Reflecting on the ever 
increasing number of knowledge intensive firms in the 
triad-regions, knowledge creation has been predicted 
to be the key to competitive advantage in future. An
ticipating this, organisations have been expected to 
prepare for a new form of competition and invest in 
and adopt new ways of managing knowledge and hu-
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man capital . According to some, R&D management 
has been developing into a business of integrated and 
network oriented approach, characterised by an in
creased focus on corporate flexibility, speed of devel
opment, quality and other non-prize factors6.7 . Knowl
edge sharing - via horizontal l inkages within or be
tween organisations - was supposed to contribute heav
ily to the competitiveness and survival of the R&D 
incorporated enterprise in future. 

This paper reports on SME product development 
networks in the south-east region of The Netherlands. 
Dutch SMEs competed on price and quality. As a re
sult of global industrial developments and the chang
ing international competition, Dutch government 
policy now stimulates SMEs to increase their efforts 
in R&D and to compete also on knowledge and inno
vation next on competition on cost and price. The po
tential of SMEs with regard to product innovation and 
technology management often has been dependent on 
links with other (and sometimes larger) firms and 
strengthened by the development of inter-organisa
tional collaboration and networks of SMEs. Inter-or
ganisational collaboration offered SMEs the opportu
nity to capitalise on their flexibility and entrepreneur
ship (stemming from interdependence) and to utilise 
at the same time additional capabilities and competi
t ive strength s resu l ting  from in ter-firm 
complementarity. It has been proved true for Dutch 
SMEs getting into the habit of knowledge intensive 
c.ompetition and preparing for a new era of tier-based 
industrial configuration. It might also hold true for 
industries in developing countries creating a business 
infrastructure for industrial innovation. SME product 
innovation and business development could be guided 
by the adage "innovation by combination". In a wider 
context OhmaeR referred to the phenomenon as "the 
global logic of strategic alliances". Recent research 
demonstrated or hypothesised about the importance 
of local impetus for networking. So, inter-organisa
tional relationships, networks, clusters and industrial 
districts would play a key role in improving innova
tive capabilities of SMEs. 

Research on Networking 

Inter-organisational relationships were studied in 
two different research streams. In the first type of analy
ses emergent networks or clusters of geographic con
centrations (or industrial districts) of interconnected 
companies and institutions were emphasised9. 17• The 
research stream was encountered within industrial eco-

nomics as well as in historical and evolutionary ap
proaches ' .  The second type of research dealt with in

tentionally formed or designed networks, based on dis
tinct collective interests and explicit co-operation 
agreements like strategic alliances, franchising, licens
ing, co-development and joint ventures 'X.24. In this pa
per on the latter type of intentionally formed networks 
have been described, which might, by the way, be cre
ated on the basis of prior existing emergent networks. 

In l i terature, these intentionally  formed inter
organisational networks have been treated as an 
intermediate or hybrid form of organi sation of 
economic activities between markets and firms or as a 
'third type' organisational arrangement, with its own 
characteristics and properties ' .  As in a 'common' 
organisation (or 'hierarchy ' ) ,  the basic issue in an 
organisation network was the creation of effective and 
efficient co-operation between its constituent individu
als or groups . In an inter-organisational network this 
joining of forces lacked the support of the 'classical 
trinity ' ,  present in common organisations: ie unity of 
ownership, power and loyalty. Realising business 
results in networks was different and often more 
difficult, because networks had distributed ownership, 
power and l oy al ty2 . 3 .  Among other things ,  it  
necessitated consensus-based decision making and 
negotiation. These were the processes that did not 
always fit the nature and personal characteristics of 
entrepreneurs . On the basis of extensive l iterature re
view Grandori & Sodal described several network 
forms and mechanisms. Characteristics of these forms 
differred strongly depending on diverging antecedent 
variables . Networks differred strongly with regard to 
central i sation ,  formalisation and co-ordination 
mechanisms employed in practice. 

Whereas organisational collaboration has been con
sidered to be important, many companies lacked ex
perience and networking skills necessary to develop 
successful and sustainable partnerships and to deal with 
the absence of the classical trinity in managing inno
vation projects. Networking has been a relatively 'new 
art' of management that would develop in the near 
future. As a result of many years of academic research 
and reflection on practical experience there is a vast 
array of literature on the phenomenon of organisational 
networks and related concepts has been created. How
ever, there are some limitations in academic research 
and the resulting body of knowledge on networks have 
been noticed: 
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• Predominant use of quantitative research de
signs, often resulting in indirect and single
factor explanations and quasi-correlation;  

• Treating the firm as a black box as opposed to 
clarifying and explaining the managerial dis
course; 

• Emphasis on dyadic relationships; 
• Focus on non-industrial sectors ; 
• Focus on initial stages of network develop

ment; 
• An under-socialized view of networking, re

sulting in a strong preference for formal ar
rangements in comparison to the attention paid 
to the role of entrepreneurial action embed
ded in social networks. 

On the other hand non-academic management l i t
erature presented many success stories - offering a 
"speakers corner" for entrepreneurs and corporate 
spokesmen claiming 'best practices' - without, how
ever, reveal ing underlying mechanisms and explana
tory frameworks. In fact, the absence of stories about 
network-failures and traumatic collaboration in this l it
erature was remarkable. Although smal l firms might 
benefit substantial ly  from network involvement, much 
of the research on networks has been on large-firm 
strategic all iances or non-profit networks22. Whereas 
much attention has been given to the 'front end' stage 
of networking, only a minority of these publ ications 
dealt with the actual construction and operation of such 
networks. Academic management literature on organi
sational networks dealt primarily  with issues as: 

• Definition of the network concept/forms (what 
is this network phenomenon?) ; 

• (Theoretical) advantages and disadvantages 
(benefits and doubts) ;  

• Contingencies (when is the network form fea
sible?) ; 

• Strategic decision making (what trade-off'sl 
considerations need to be made?) ; 

• Partner search (how to find and involve suit
able partners) ;  

• Acquaintance and mutual trust (how to create 
a social basis for the network?); 

• Blocks, barriers and pitfalls (what problems 
can arise?). 

There seemed to be l i ttle empirical research that 
demystified the success of some network activities and 
explained fai lure and problems that arose elsewhere. 
Academic research tended to explain network perform-

ance through fairly s imple causal models. However, 
the complexity of network development in  practice 
called for qualitative des igns in addition to or in com
bination with commonly used quantitative research 
designs. As networking turned into a 'modus operandi' 
for SME product development, there was an increas
ing need to get more insight in the intricacies of net
work formation and network operations. Of special 
interest was the question of how the entrepreneurs and 
SME-managers involved monitored the progress and 
evaluated the results of these processes. In practice 
many of different sources of information have been 
used to create a general picture of the situation in a 
given network. Nevertheless, often entrepreneurs and 
SME-managers, concentrated on a few key indicators 
to access the situation . The objective of the present 
research was to identify these key indicators. The pa
per dealt with issues beyond the rationale for inter
firm collaboration and the very initial stages of net
working, but focused rather on the overall process of 
network formation and network operations. Particu
larly, the research focused on SME product develop
ment networks. Forms of inter-organisational collabo
ration that concentrate on other business processes (e.g. 
shared faci l ity management, collaboration for new 
market entry, business contact groups) were left out of 
consideration. Also dyadic relationships were not con
sidered . 

Research Questions and Research Design 

The research was based on the fol lowing questions: 

• How was the process of networking monitored 
and evaluated by entrepreneurs and SME
managers, participating in the formation and 
the deployment of SME product development 
networks? 

• What indicators did these practitioners use in 
network monitoring and evaluation processes? 

• How (due to what underlying mechanisms) did 
these indicators relate to network perform
ance? 

As proposed by Human & Provan22, referring to the 
lack of comparative empirical research on SME net
works, an inductive study not by starting from a clear 
cut theoretical perspective but aiming at theory bui ld
ing in an explorative empirical way was conducted . 
The method was based on multiple case studies and 
l iterature research. The research started with a l i tera
ture review resulting in a preliminary model of the 
network development process. An inductive reflection 

,- ' 
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on the researchers' consulting experience resulted in 
a number of additions and adaptations of the research 
model. The model was used to reveal "sensitising con
cepts"25 to be used in communication with practition
ers and in analysing the compiled qualitative data. 
Subsequently, five networking-cases were studied from 
close up and i n-depth . The main criterion for select
ing cases was accessibi l i ty. The studied networks were 
selected from the c lient-base of Syntens, Dutch Inno
vation Network for Entrepreneurs. The paper describes 
the findings of the analysis of these cases with regard 
to the research questions described above. Some back
ground information on these cases is given at the end 
of this section. 

The study was conducted in the region of North 
Brabant, presently the most industrialised region in 
the Netherlands. In this region the economic situation 
deteriorated dramatically in the beginning of the 90s. 
Some major industries were facing serious problems 
and ended up in downsizing, reorganising and some
times even collapsed and went bankrupt. These devel
opments among large OEMs had their impact on the 
supplier i ndustries - among which many SMEs - as 
well .  In order to turn the tide the Dutch government 
and the European Union assigned this region as the 
so-called "Region 3 status" which impl ied that it was 
given preferential treatment above other regions and 
involved considerable "European" investment fund
ing and innovation oriented subsidy schemes. The 
population of firms in this region consisted of a mix 
of small, medium and large companies. These indus
trial enterprises - especially the large ones - demon
strated a relative high R&D and export performance " .  
According to Pavitt's taxonomy the networks studied 
could be categorised as predominantly "special ised 
suppliers" with some hybrid characteristics of "scale 
intensive industries". 

In each network two and up to four key participants 
were interviewed, and each interview lasted 1 .5 - 2.5 

h. The interviewees were chosen from different par
ticipating companies and sometimes from different 
organisational levels (business owner, operating man
ager, project manager, etc). The main issues (sensitis
ing concepts) of the interviews stemmed from the net
work process model represented in Figure I .  Each per
son was asked for some background information on 
the participating company they represented. Special 
interest was shown for the motives that drove their 
company towards inter-organisational networking and 

the companies' expectations of the col laboration. Sec
ondly, the interviews dealt with the general charac

teristics of the network process. Interest was shown in 
the various process steps and activities undertaken, the 
throughput time of the process and the basic orienta
tion with regard to network design and implementa
tion. 

With regard to the initial network process the i nter
views concerned issues l ike: Where did the initiative 
come from? Have any external parties (brokers, 
faci litators) been involved? What was the basis for 
partner search? How did the acquaintance process pro
ceed? 

As for the network design, information was gath
ered concerning the process of joint strategy develop
ment and the issue of network structuring (task differ
entiation, centralisation and formal isation). 
Subsequently the operations stage of the network was 
addressed. Interviewees were asked about their judge
ment on the functioning of the network and the under
lying processes. 

Finally, the interviews went into the issue of the 
continuity of the network initiative and their basic feel
ing towards networking after having experienced it in 
practice. 

With regard to each of the sensitising concepts in
terviewees were asked to describe the process in a ret
rospective way and to express their experiences and 
feel ings about the process. Based on the assumption 
that entrepreneurs and business managers had limited 
time and capacity to monitor network activities in de
tail interviewees were asked to indicate so-called key
indicators subject to the monitoring process. As a nar
rative check interviewees were asked to express their 
ideas about key success factors related to inter-organi
sational networking and business collaboration and to 
formulate their ' lessons learned' .The texts of the in
terviews were laid down in interview reports that have 
been checked and authorised by the interviewees. For 
each network the results of the interviews were com
bined into a case report. The interview and case re
ports were analysed on the basis of the qualitative para
digm. Statements of interviewees that were relevant 
within the (evolving) framework of the research were 
categorised and (if possible) analysed on interrelated 
patterns .  A cross-case analysis of these patterns re
sulted in  causal schemes, a comprehensive theoretical 
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Figure 1 - Research model and sensitising concepts 

framework (descriptive element), and design guide
lines to be used in practice (prescriptive element). 

The quality of the gathered data was controlled by 
triangulation strategies21l using multiple sources and 
media. The quality of the data analysis and interpreta
tion was controlled by a mixed strategy consisting of 
member check among interviewees and peer debrief
ing27 or consensual validation2x. Before general ising 
the research findings additional l i terature review was 
conducted and experts were consulted to reflect on the 
research findings and conclusions. Before going into 
the results of the study, some basic information about 
the cases was given. Because of reasons of confidenti
ality, the cases were described without detailed speci
fications and alias names were given. 

Mainsup was a network of five companies operat
ing in the metal and electronics industry. At the time 
of the interviews the network existed for seven years. 
It aimed at a concentration of technological strengths 
and market contacts in order to become a co-supplier 
or main-supplier for various  Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEMs) .  The network developed from 
a market study conducted by an external consultant 
who also took a part in the network governance in later 
life-stages of the network. 

Hospinstall was a three years old network of three 
core partners and several secondary participating com-

panies aimed at developing, manufacturing and instal l
ing for hospitals a system that integrated several 
telematics systems converging around the hospital bed. 
The initiative came from a lead user hospital looking 
for a proper solution to the traditional fragmentation 
of bedside systems and was taken up by the core part
ners of the network each providing a core module of 
the integrated system. J 

Cargas was a two years old network of three com
panies working together on a new car LPG system. 
The system was meant to replace the existing system 
that one of the partners had been producing for sev
eral years and that was nearing the end of its technical 
l ife-cycle.  Due to the technological complexity of 
modem engine control systems the development of a 
new car gas system needed the integration of special
ist technological expertise. Also time�to-market was 
an important motive for pursuing the col laborative ap
proach towards product development. 

Paperfold was a network consisting of three part- -t�.  
ners: a printing-binding company, a machine engineer-
ing company and an electronic components manufac-
turer. The network initiative came from the printer 
who identified market opportunities for a new envi
ronment-friendly wrapping/printing technique. In or-
der to work out the ideas a new machine needed to be 
developed and the contact with the other network part-
ners was made. At the time of the interviews the net-
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work existed for three years and a prototype of the 
machine was put into operation. 

Optilens was a two years old network of five com
panies working together on a machine for producing 
optical lenses at a speed ] O-times as high as for con
ventional machines. The principal of this project was 
an international optics company. One of the partici
pating companies - a mechanical engineer with an in
ternational reputation in the field - was contacted by 
this c lient and served as a main-contractor for this 
project. 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the research are given below, follow
ing the research models' network i ssues and process 
characteristics of the research model of Figure I ;  this 
paper unfolded through orientation on networking at 
the level of the individual enterprise, general charac
teristics of the network development process, initial 
networking, joint strategy development, network struc
turing, network operations and follow-up. Per sub-sec
tion a description of the case-experiences was worked 
out in brief. Because of lack of space the single case 
analyses would not be discussed, but confine to the 
results of the cross-case analysis on the indicators used 
by the interviewees. 

Orientation on Networking 

In the orientation phase our interviewees used two 
key indicators to evaluate the situation and to decide 
on the efforts to continue the network formation proc
ess: 

• Rationale for Networking; and 
• Management Commitment. 

The experience and attitudes of the interviewees 
demonstrated the need for a sol i d  bas i s  for 
networki n g .  S i mp l y  put ,  c o l l aborat ion  and 
entrepreneurshi p  were two worlds apart. The 
'classical ' entrepreneur would prefer the 'go-it
alone' product development strategy, s ince i t  
brought along management control and discretion. 
Most in terviewees would only consider i nter
organi sati onal  co l laborat ion  out of need i n  
combination with h igh expectations o n  network 
potential : without such a clear rationale for each 
of the partners network formation had little chance 

for success. Expressed motives for turn ing to i n
ter-organisational collaboration aimed at product 
development iric luded: 

• Sharing costs and risks; 

• Access to complementary technical know
how; 

• Access to additional markets; 

• Improving flexibility by deploying more R, 
D&E capacity; and 

• Speeding up innovation (time-to-market). 

In most cases a combination of the motives men
tioned above was encountered. In all five cases, how
ever, the main driver for collaboration was the access 
to additionaVcomplementary technical know how, de
velopment skil ls  and market contacts in a cost-effi
cient way against minimal risks. Acquisition and ex
ploiting of such competencies in a 'go-it-alone' strat
egy would be far more demanding in terms of finan
cial resources and lead-time required. As simply rely
ing on 'traditional' market relationships (buyer-sup
plier relationships) would be too risky, a significant 
degree of partner involvement was needed. 

Crises and other negative motives were considered 
by the interviewees as contra-indicators for network 
participation. Inter-organisational networking was no 
panacea and especially not a sort of "castor oil for 
SMEs suffering from a terminal economic disease". 
Participating in SME product development networks 
required a solid state of health for all partners. If not, 
one was required to first get things organised in ones 
own company before turning to collaboration. 

Next to a sound rationale, networking requiredsolid 
management commitment. One Df the interviewees told 
about his participation in another SME network ini
tiative on the basis of a "it can' t  do any harm and it 
may do some good" attitude. The large number of net
work participants and the presence of competitors 
within the prospected network prompted his personal 
reservations with regard to this network. At the same 
time he wanted to be "in" in order to "see what would 
happen". His reservations and attitudes towards this 
network -initiative, in  combination with the network 
starting conditions, turned into a self-fulfi lling proph
ecy. Even if the chances for network revenues were 
better, these revenues could only be established when 
management was dedicated to the network cause - not 
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only in words but in action as wel l .  The latter was not 
a matter of course in a situation wherein the entrepre
neur had to deal with in-house issues and problems as 
wel l .  

The cases also demonstrated that support and com
mitment was regarded not only from general manage
ment but also from other participating functions. De
pending on the authority structure within the firm and 
the intensity of the prospective network relationships, 
a certain degree of commitment from all functional 
parties involved in the prospective network ini tiative 
was needed. Such commitment could be established 
by participation in the network orientation and devel
opment process. Most cases demonstrated the need for 
employee involvement, but also showed that in prac
tice th is involvement was often brought about in later 
stages of the network development process.  In the be
ginning top management commitment might be suffi
cient. 

General Process 
The cases demonstrated the network issues depicted 

in Figure I to be relevant and encountered in practice . 
Unintentional ly, the model might suggest a sequential 
relationship between the different network issues. Al
though the sequence of the network issues suggested 
in Figure I was interpreted as a "natural" one, the 
cases showed that the timing and sequence of atten
tion given to these network issues would differ sig
nificantly. 

The cases demonstrated how in the initial stages 
the tone was set for the general network development 
process. The cases show a preference for an incremen
tal approach towards networking. A synoptic and de
sign oriented approach is rejected and regarded as con
tra-productive. Most interviewees expressed the need 
to tackle the network issues in a stepwise manner, in 
order to prevent the process being frustrated by prob
lem congestion and sluggish headway. Furthermore. 
the general process fol lowed in the cases could be de
scribed as pragmatic and satisficing (rather than 
optimising). 

The cross-case analysis generated the fol lowing in
dicators as being relevant to the general process of 
SME product development networking: 

Process Consensus - As described above the suc
cess of the network was supposed to be positively in-

f1uenced by a tailor made process design.  The nature, 

pace and sequence of dealing with network issues were 
required to be matched to the actual starting condi
tions of the network and the partner preferences . In
terviewees' experience in most cases strongly favoured 
an incremental and pragmatic orientation above a syn
optic, design oriented approach towards networking. 

Network Driving Force - The cases demonstrated 
the value of a driving network initiator. The initiative 
could come from one or more network participants or 
an external party. The cases showed how the network 
initiative was related to 'business ownership' . If one 
of the partners demonstrateed a significantly greater 
interest in the network than other parties (and if the 
other partners accepted this) it was l ikely that this most 
interested partv took the lead in the network forma
tion process. 

Networking Competence - The cases demonstrated 
the importance of networking ski l l s .  The chances of a 
network depended on the experience of parties with 
regard to inter-organisational col laboration, trust build
ing, joint decision making and negotiation . Some cases 
capitalised on the presence of a 'network champion' ,  
guiding less experienced partners round pitfalls and 
barriers scattered over the networking track . 

Initial Networking 

Taking the perspective of a company in itiating the 
network development process, once the decision was 
made to pursue the 'col laborative challenge' one of 
the most critical steps that needed to be taken was part
ner choice. Most theoretical contributions advocated 
a rational and instrumental approach of searching and 
selecting partners. Preferably, objective sources of in
formation were required to be util ised . In one case a 
lengthy list of criteria that a prospective partner needed 
to meet was drawn up aimeo at selecting the best pos
sible partner, while the other cases demonstrated a more 
intuitive and satisficing approach of selecti ng prospec
tive partners . The cases also showed differences in the 
process of getting acquainted. Most of these differ
ences resulted from differences in the partner search 
process. When partners were selected from the initia
tors personal network, introductions were realised be
forehand. When partners were selected via intermed i
ary organi sations or network brokers additional ac
quaintance activities were necessary. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to deal with the used acquaintance 
techniques in detai l .  
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The cross-case analysis induced the fol lowing indica
tors being relevant to the process of partner choice: 

Business Fit - The cases strongly stressed the need 
for business fit .  The found fit-dimension strongly cor
responded to the criteria mentioned in l iterature: stra
tegic, operational and organisational criteria. The in
terviewees stressed the n eed for technol ogical  
complementarity and matching operational character
i stics (batch size, machine and tool ing precision etc.) 

Proximity - The geographical, cultural and social 
distance between the partners was seen as important 
for partner consultation and knowledge sharing and, 
therefore, also the partner selection: distant prospec
tive partners were less l ikely to be induced in the net
work. 

Trust- As was to be expected, the cases stressed 
the need for trust in collaborative processes. In prac
tice trust took two dimensions: rational trust (often 
based on demonstrable past performance) and social 
trust (based on interpersonal chemistry and therefore 
subjective to some extent). The cases demonstrated a 
strong use of trust being "passed on" when partner 
search was faci litated by intermediate organ isations 
or col league businessmen. "Your friends are my 
friends" seemed to be a guide for partner search in 
practice. 

The use of the indicators proximity and trust by the 
interviewees showed the importance of the social as
pects of partner search .  

Joint Strategy Development 
The cross-case a�alysis generated the following in

dicators as being relevant to the strategy development 
of SME product development networks : 

Strategic Consensus: The various partners of a net
work we:-e required to have a certain degree of con
sensus on the objectives and strategies of the network 
and this consensus was further required to be main
tained even under changing circumstances or adapta
tions of the network; 

Strategic Alignment - Whereas strategic consen
sus referred to network-internal issues , strategic al ign
ment referred to network-external issues, viz the align
ment of the network objectives and strategies with the 
objectives and strategies of each of the partners. In 
this respect it was also important to what extent the 

various partners did also business outside the network; 
such business might compete with the network for re
sources and managerial attention. 

Creating an inter-organisational business based on 
joint product development cal led for a collective no
tion of what needed to be achieved and how this could 
be done. Although the participating companies to some 
extent could pursue different goals and might even have 
conflicting interests; some basic understanding of the 
networks' miss ion, vision, objectives and strategies 
was needed. The timing of the process that W1S re
quired to lead to such an understanding depended on 
situational circumstances and personal preferences of 
the entrepreneurs involved. 

The cases demonstrated the existence of personal 
preferences with regard to strategic planning. The in
terviewees c learly ident ifi ed doers and thinkers 
amongst their colleagues. Doers would prefer to 'get 
cracking' as an early test for the networks' opportuni
ties. Not before this test turned out to be successful, 
the exchange of thoughts with regard to long term 
ambitions and strategy was considered. Thinkers, on 
the other hand, would prefer to consider things over 
and over again before getting into action . Which group 
gained the upper h and part ly depended on the 
situational circumstances. In the case of a lead user 
and detailed customer requirement the doer-approach 
would prevail in the network process resulting in a 
more operational sta1t of the network, assuming that 
the required resources and competencies were avai l
able within the network. 

Network competence and the strategic content were 
interrelated to each other. Partly the necessary network 
skills could be deducted from the strategic mission. In 
addition to technological, managerial and market skills 
networking required col laborative and developing 
skills as weI! .  The cases demonstrated that to some 
extent these skil l s  could be developed "on the job" 
partly by socialisation processes between network part
ners5 . Yet, a certain "critical mass" of networking ski lls 
and developing experience was required to guarantee 
that the collaboration wi l l  y ield the required results .  

The cases demonstrated differences with regard to 
strategic alignment and the balance of partner inter
ests. In some cases the network was of vital impor
tance to one of the network partners while other par
ticipating companies had less compelling arguments 
for their presence in the network. Other cases demon-
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strated a more balanced distribution of interest amongst 
network partners. Sometimes the alignment of network 
strategy and the background and the ambitions of the 
p art i c ipat ing c ompan ies  revealed i t se lf  i n  a 
complementarity of capabilities and diverging - yet 
compatible and restorative - interests. If this diversity 
of interests and imbalance of expected returns gained 
the upper hand network continuity was at stake and 
might even be doubted. 

Network Structure 
In the majority of the cases the participants took a 

short term orientation towards network structuring in
stead of creating a governance structure that was aimed 
to fit a desired future far ahead. The structure of the 
network was above all required to fit the short-term 
activities and conditions of the network. "We' l l  cross 
that bridge when we come to it", was the pragmatic 
adage heard in several interviews. While inexperienced 
partners worried about network structuring issues, 
entrepreneurs frequently operating in a network con
text often refrained from making structural arrange
ments before there actually was a need to do so. Net
work structuring was done in a problem-solving mode, 
not on the basis of a preconceived grand design. The 
interviewees stressed that in the long run the network 
structure was required to be flexible enough to adapt 
to changing conditions and emerging strategies. Again 
structural pragmatism was the best safeguard for the 
future. 

The case-analysis pointed to two important struc
tural dimensions:  

Centrality - Once a network was operational, there 
were various network functions to be fulfilled, l ike co
ordination, order acquisition or sales and operations. 
Furthermore, these network functions needed re
sources. 'Centrality '  was the issue to what extent these 
functions and resources were distributed over the vari
ous partners or centralised at the network level .  For 
instance, network co-ordination could be distributed, 
i e co-ordination by mutual adjustment, or could be 
centralised by having the lead partner doing the co
ordination or by hiring a central officer (possibly with 
a staff) to do so. Whatever the degree of centrality, 
network participants experienced network governance 
and partner co-ordination as a far more social process 
than intra-firm supervision and co-ordination. In ad
dition to centrality, lateral relationships and negotia
tions played an important role in the co-ordination of 
network activities. 

Formalisation - Perhaps the biggest concern to 
entrepreneurs facing the process of collaborative prod
uct development was the issue of formalisation. "What 
do we have to lay down in contracts and procedures?" 
was an often-encountered question in discussing net
works with entrepreneurs, for the first time consider
ing networking. The cases showed that the degree of 
formalisation was required to be careful ly  chosen in 
order to faci litate networking where possible without 
turning into a nuisance. The cases indicated that the 
degree of formalisation partly depended on the degree 
of trust among network partners. To some extent trust 
and formal isation were seen as "communicating ves
sels". 

A 'central office' if present in the cases studied, 
was rather small (mostly existing of one person) 
and p layed an i n ternal role  i n  co-ordinat ing 
distributed activities as  wel l as  an external role in  
acquisition and marketing. In  other cases these co
ordinating activities as well as external contacts 
were taken care of by an "arachnid partner" or by 
all of the network partners. But the cases c learly 
i l lustrated that the capacity for mutual adjustment 
among partners was l imited. The cases i l lustrated 
how two contingencies played an important role 
in the decis ion making with regard to network 
centrality: 

• Size - When the number of partners was rela
tively small ,  mutual adjustment was the stand
ard mode for solving internal co-ordination 
problems. Also direct l inkages could take care 
of external co-ordination between customer 
organisations and ind ividual network part
ners. As the number of partners increased the 
co-ordination task became more and more 
complex and the call for a central co-ordinator 
was heard. 

• Business Ownership - This concept related 
to a shared notion of 'whose business, re
sources and intellectual capital is keeping the 
network afloat' . With regard to business own
ership (which not necessarily  meant that th i s  
was confirmed by formal or  legal arrange
ments) two options were possible: focused 
business ownership (when one of the part
ners had a dominant interest in the collabora
tive efforts) or distributed business owner
ship (all partners had a similar interest in the 
network activities). The cases showed how 

t-" 
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i n  the case of a focussed business ownership 
the most interested partner took care of the 
internal co-ordination as wel l as external con
tacts. When the ownership of the network 
business was distributed it was more l ikely 
to have the co-ord inat i on task rotat ing 
amongst the pJ.rtners or  to  designate an "ex
ternally hired" co-ordinator. The latter was 
recommended when the partners had l imited 
time (or expertise) avai lable for this  co
ordinating role. 

As the term collaboration already impl ied, the balance 
of power in a network was somewhat different from 
the situation within the participating companies. The 
absence of authority relations brought forward the need 
to make clear agreements and to put the key ones on 
paper (sometimes-legal contracts) as well .  With regard 
to formalisation the cases i l lustrated that a network 
should refrain from extens ive issuing and formalisa
tion of internal affairs . Al l  interviewees agreed that it 
made sense. to make good financial arrangements and 
to think of possible pitfalls that might be found on the 
way. But it didnot seem wise (nor possible) to enforce 
a co-operative attitude amongst partners by contracts 
and regulations only. A proper balance between per
sonal trust and formal arrangements seemed appropri
ate. 

Network Operations 

Most interviewees demonstrated a multiple perspec
tive with regard to the monitoring of network perform
ance. They were not only interested in bottom l ine re
sults but were also triggered by other aspects of func
tioning. The fol lowing categories of performance in
dicators came forward: 

• Operational Results - Partners evaluated the net
works' performance among other things by assess
ing the operational performance (timeliness and 
qual ity of technical results, turnover, time to mar
ket, etc) of the network and comparing these with 
the ex ante expectations. 

• Financial Results- Operational results were seen 
as conditional requirements for creating financial 
outcomes of the collaboration (e g profit, return 
on capital). 

• Learning - A greatly appreciated outcome of 
networking was organisational learning. Collabo
ration faci l i tated processes of knowledge sharing 
and knowledge development. Getting in contact 

with other entrepreneurs and other c l ients brought 
along opportun ities for knowledge and experience 
transfer. The cases demonstrated how participa
tion i n  networks resulted in an increased (tacit) 
knowledge of product development, technology, 
marketing and collaboration . 

• Social Relations - Many interviewees saw the 
quality of the social relations as a key ped'orm
ance indicator. Social relations were more or less 
treated as intermediate variables that enabled per
formance in other areas. For creating a co-opera
tive climate with a high qual ity of social relations 
the necess i ty of personal fit was frequently 
stressed. This fit seemed to be influenced by per
sonal characteristics, management and bus iness 
style, cultural differences and other factors. Also 
the way i n  which problems were sol ved (or  
avoided) was given much attention. In some cases 
the relationship between the participating compa
nies had developed into a s ituation in which en
trepreneurs consulted each other with regard to 
issues that did not relate to the domain of the net
work . This consulting potential was great ly ap
preciated. 

One case c learly i l lustrated that outcomes other than 
solely financial and operational regarding network 
performance could be sufficient to hold the network 
together. Though there were changes in the partner
ship composition and regardless of sometimes disap
pointing financial and operational results,  partners 
thought the col laboration was still worthwhile. Social 
factors as well as the increased marketing base might 
have caused this. Participating entrepreneurs often 
consulted each other on various business and non-busi
ness issues. Furthermore, they experienced that the 
collaboration within the network offered them a wider 
network of external contacts. 

Continuity 

Reflecting on the network performance SME net
work participants developed ideas and plans concern
ing their participation in the network concerned and 
other forms and modes of inter-organisational col labo
ration . With regard to a specific network three basic 
options were available: 

• Continuation - Though the network form was 
generally seen as a temporary inter-organisational 
structure, in practice some networks demonstrated 
a strong durability When the scope of a network 
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Table I - Indicators and theoretical support 

Network issue 

Orientation on networking 

Key i ndicator and theoretical support w i th regard to 
networking and/or product development within firms 
(empirical contributions as well as l i terature research) 
Rationale29,JO 

General process 
Management commitment3 1 ,J2 
Process consensus3.l . .l4 

Driving forceJ2 

Ini tial  networking 
Networking competences 19,32,.14 

Business tit29.:n 
Proximit/5J6 
Trusrl2,37.39 

Joint strategy development 

Network structuring 

Network operations 

Strategic consensusJ2.40 
Strategic alignment I2•22,32,4 1 
Cen t ra I i ty 1 ,9.22.24,42·45 
Formal isation 1 ,22,3 1 .411,4.1,46,47 

Operational results22•J2 
Financial resultsJ I .32,4H 
Learning49•52 
Social relations22 

Continuity Network potentialJ2 
Portfol io potential 

was beyond that of a single innovation project 
and encompassesd a programme of projects - e g 
the development of a series of new products based 
on a specific technological innovation - the net
work l ife cycle could appear to be more durable 
than that of the average SME business venture. 

• Adaptation - External as wel l  as internal net
work developments (economic, technological, 
and social) could make the continuation of the 
network contingent on adaptations of the origi
nal set-up. Strategic intent was one thing; per
formance was another thing. Practice showed that 
network initiatives also were often confronted 
with emerging strategies and unintended side ef
fects. These experiences could call for adapta
tion of the network ambitions, strategies and struc
lure. 

• Withdrawal or Dissolution - As network out
comes from time to time might be disappointing 
or as innovation projects once came to an end, 
the network might be dissolved. Sometimes en
trepreneurs and SME-managers had an a-priori 
position with respect to networks; viz . as a tem
porary construction to be dismantled once the 
initial project was fin ished. Sometimes networks 
were regarded as a lasting yet continuously chang
ing construction with movement of SMEs to and 
fro the network. 

The decision with regard to continuation, adapta
tion or dissolution of a specific network seemed to be 
influenced by two factors : 

• Network Potential - The interviewees stressed 
that their attitude towards continuation of a spe
cific network was based on the perceived revenues 
of this network at present and in the future. 'What's 
in it for me?' is a crucial question. The network 
performance indicators described in section 4.6 
were required to play an important role in the de
cision making about continuity. 

• Portfolio Potential: The cases clearly i l lustrated 
that the dec ision on network continuity was based 
on other things than the actual and expected rev
enues of the network initiative solely. The ques
tion of network continuity was answered also rak
ing into consideration the costs and benefits of 
other network initiatives and other strategic al ter
natives ( including the non-networking mode) . As 
networking turned into a 'modus operandi '  for 
SME product development, entrepreneurs might 
experience the need to be selective in  their net
work participation. Networking required manage
ment attention, as personal networking, personal 
contact and trust played an important role in the 
networking process.  Several i nterviewees ex
pressed that there was a l imit of network initia
tives that could be handled by them and their com
panies. A portfol io attitude towards networking 
seemed to be appropriate. 

Conclusions 

In Table I ,  the key indicators resulting from the re
search are given. These 1 8  indicators captured together 
a very important part of the overall picture of a net-
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work. These indicators have been put into a wider theo
retical perspective. Without having the ambition to be 
exhaustive, some indicative grounding in l iterature was 
given by listing for each indicator a limited set of sup
portive theoretical contributions. While part of this 
supportive literature had an empirical basis, other ref
erences were conceptual contributions. 

The research once more indicated that networking 
aimed at joint product development called for close 
management attention and needed to be well moni
tored. In order to monitor the networking process en
trepreneurs used a limited set of key indicators reflect
ing the progress and results with regard to the central 
networking issues. The identified key indicators 
strongly related to the process of networking and 
stressed the need for a close fit between network de
sign and situational conditions. The establishment of 
reliable network relations called for a balanced change 
process and required collaborative skills.  The research 
demonstrated the importance of sound orientation to
wards networking before acting in that direction. Also 
the importance of partner search and acquaintance was 
stressed. In this initial stage of networking the foun
dations of the network were being laid. Yet in some 
cases it might be necessary to quickly get to work. In 
those situations acquaintance was requested to be es
tablished 'on the job' and afterwards. 

The cases also demonstrated the importance of having 
a common vision of the network ambition, objectives 
and strategy. It was shown that the vision could be 
established at any moment during the networking proc
ess . It was advisable to take into account the actual 
starting situation of the network as well .  The starting 
situation seemed to have implications for the internal 
structure of the network and the boundary spanning 
relationships. It was shown that (managerial and re
source) centrality and formalisation were important 
indicators and that network size and business owner
ship were important structural contingency factors. 
Further analysis of the empirical data and additional 
data gathering with regard to specific network issues 
would take place in the future. This research would 
lead to more detailed insights and design rules to be 
used in developing and improving SME product inno
vation networks. 

In general, whereas innovations were more and more 
being generated at intersections of multiple technolo
gies, the need for SMEs to join forces became obvi
ous. Arms length relationships as well as business in
tegration could lead to higher transaction costs and/or 

poor effectiveness. Networking as a form of inter-or
ganisational collaboration could help SMEs to over
come problems of technology and scale and to gain 
competitive advantage. The described key indicators 
can be used to monitor the process of network forma
tion and were supposed to support practitioners in their 
decision making with regard to the central networking 
issues. 
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